Given the massive market of advertising and the sharply increasing online multimedia content (such as videos), it is now fashionable to promote advertisements (ads) together with the multimedia content. It is exhausted to find relevant ads to match the provided content manually, and hence, some automatic advertising techniques are developed. Since ads are usually hard to understand only according to its visual appearance due to the contained visual metaphor, some other modalities, such as the contained texts, should be exploited for understanding. To further improve user experience, it is necessary to understand both the topic and sentiment of the ads. This motivates us to develop a novel deep multimodal multitask framework to integrate multiple modalities to achieve effective topic and sentiment prediction simultaneously for ads understanding. In particular, our model first extracts multimodal information from ads and learn high-level and comparable representations. The visual metaphor of the ad is decoded in an unsupervised manner. The obtained representations are then fed into the proposed hierarchical multimodal attention modules to learn task-specific representations for final prediction. A multitask loss function is also designed to train both the topic and sentiment prediction models jointly in an end-to-end manner. We conduct extensive experiments on the latest and large advertisement dataset and achieve state-of-the-art performance for both prediction tasks. The obtained results could be utilized as a benchmark for ads understanding.
Introduction
Advertising has a pivotal role in the global economy and the revenue of numerous companies. For instance, it is predicted that Google's advertising revenues will improve about 15% to $39.92 billion in 2018, and the improvement is 17% to $21 billion for Facebook (investopedia 2019). Since there is tremendous multimedia content (such as videos and TV shows) on the web, it is now fashionable to promote the ads together with multimedia content. Manually selecting an ad to match a provided multimedia content is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Thus some automatic advertising techniques are developed, such as the contextual advertising Copyright c 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved. Figure 1 : Ad examples. Visual rhetoric exists widely in ads design. Besides, different from natural images, ad images contains multimodal information such as visual image and associated texts, which can be utilized for better understanding of ads. (Mei et al. 2007 ) method, which aims to find the most relevant ad to a provided content without annoying customers. Therefore, it is necessary to understand both the multimedia content and ads thoroughly.
Benefiting from the deep learning technique, typical multimedia content analysis has achieved excellent progress (Vedula et al. 2017; Madhok et al. 2018) . However, there is much less success in understanding ads, which are often much harder to understanding since they usually contain much visual rhetoric (Hussain et al. 2017) to attract, communicate with, and even persuade customers. Some example ad images are shown in Figure 1 , where we can see that it is often hard to understand an ad only according to its visual appearance (look). Fortunately, the contained or associated texts can usually indicate some underlying implication. Therefore, it is beneficial to integrate both the visual and textual information (read) for effective ad understanding. In addition, to improve the user experience when promoting the ads, we should not only understand its topic, but also the emotion (feel) it conveys. For example, for the same living room scene in a TV show, the atmosphere may vary due to the difference of characters' situations, and it is inappropriate to insert an ad that conveys "creative" or "inspired" to the scene where characters are painful. Consequently, it is necessary to predict both the topic and sentiment of an ad for non-intrusive user experience. Since both the topic and sentiment are related to the same ad, we propose to learn the two prediction models simultaneously to enable them to help each other in training.
Based on these considerations, we propose a novel deep multimodal multitask framework for ad understanding, where different types of information are integrated to predict both the topic and sentiment of an ad simultaneously. To our best knowledge, this is the first framework that unifies the topic and sentiment understanding of ads. In particular, we first extract different types of information, such as objects and contained texts from the ad using some existing techniques, such as the pre-trained object or image representation models and OCR (Smith 2007). To recognize and understand the visual rhetoric, autoencoder is introduced to decode the object representation in an unsupervised manner. For the whole image and extracted text representations, multi-layer perception (MLP) and BLSTM (Liu et al. 2016) are added to learn high-level and comparable representations. The parameters in these modules are shared by different tasks, and thus the total number of parameters can be reduced significantly. The obtained representations are then fed into different sub-networks, where a novel hierarchical multimodal attention module is designed to capture both the intra-modal and inter-modal importance for different tasks. Finally, a multitask loss function is designed to minimize the topic and sentiment prediction, as well as the decoding reconstruction losses simultaneously.
There exist some preliminary attempts for automatic advertising. For example, (Mei et al. 2007 ) proposed a framework to insert ads into videos based on global textual relevance gathered from video meta data and local visualaural relevance gathered from low-level image and audio features. A similar system is presented in (Xiang, Nguyen, and Kankanhalli 2015) , but more advanced deep learning technique is introduced to analyze both video content and ad images. Different from these topic-only analysis works, (Vedula et al. 2017 ) developed an ads recommendation system based on the sentiment of multimedia contents, and a unified framework to understand both topic and sentiment of the multimedia contents is developed in (Madhok et al. 2018) . The main drawbacks of these works are: 1) the topic and sentiment analysis are only conducted for multimedia contents but not for ads; 2) the ads are processed in the same way as the common images/videos and the specific characteristics of ads are ignored. The proposed method is different and superior to these works in that: 1) both the topic and sentiment are analyzed for ads and the models are trained together to enable interaction between the two prediction tasks; 2) the multimodal nature of ads is fully exploited, and the feature importance is captured in a both intra-modal and inter-modal manner.
We conduct extensive experiments to verify effectiveness of the proposed framework by comparing it with the ResNet baseline (He et al. 2016) and some competitive or recently proposed multi-task/multi-label models (Yeh et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2019) . Improvements from 10% to 78% are achieved under the mean average precision (mAP) criterion. To summarize, our main contributions are:
• The first multimodal multitask learning framework and a benchmark for ads understanding; • A shared feature extraction module that makes full use of the multimodal information in ads and understand the visual rhetoric; • A hierarchical multimodal attention module that effectively exploit the intra-modal and inter-modal information;
Framework Design
In this section, we first present the overview of the proposed architecture. We then divide the framework into three phrases and detail them. We finally describe how to train the framework.
Architecture Overview
Input: 
i ⊆ Y S are two sets of relevant topic and sentiment labels associated with i-th image. Our learned model F will assign multiple proper topic and sentiment labels to image ads.
During the inference stage, we divide the proposed framework into three phrases. In the first phrase, we use pretrained models and OCR to extract multi-modality features from ads and three kinds of sub-networks to learn shared multimodality representations. These representation will be sent to the second phrase and processed by two hierarchical multimodal attention modules separately. The output from the second phrase is the task-specific representation. In the third phrase, we use a multitask prediction module to transform the learned representation and output final predictions.
Shared Bottom Module
)} The first phrase of our framework is a shared bottom module as illustrated in Figure 2 . Given image ads, there are two main challenges need to be address in this phrase.
• Since ads are designed to convey topics or emotions with multimodality information such as visual and text, how to separate these information and represent them is still open problem, • As people use rhetoric to decorate ads (Figure 1 ), even the same object in one modality may have different meanings. Figure 2 : Network architecture. There are two main components in the proposed framework. Firstly, some existing models are adopted to extract object features, features of the whole ad, and the text features in the ad. The different types of features are passed through autoencoder, MLP and BLSTM respectively to learn high-level and comparable representations. Then the different representations are fused using the proposed hierarchical multimodal attention mechanism to learn task-specific representation for final prediction. The parameters in the first component are shared by different tasks, and the developed attention scheme is able to capture the feature importance in and between different modalities for different tasks.
To tackle these challenges, we design a shared bottom module consisting of three components: a image component, an object component and a text component.
Image component. It is designed to extract a coarse global feature of an ad. There are two stages in this component which can be illustrated as follows:
First, a pre-trained image classification model is adopted to transform the raw image into a feature map S C,H,W where C is the number of channels, H is the height of the feature map and W is the width of the feature map. Then a pooling technique (e.g., max or average) is applied to transform the feature map into a feature vector, x i . Second, we input the feature vector to a MLP to learn a more compact feature shared by the next two tasks. MLP can also align the length of the feature vectors to the other modality features. Object component. To acquire regional features and decode visual metaphor, we rely on the our object component which includes two functions. A pre-trained object detection model (e.g. faster-rcnn)is applied to extract L object-level
The second function is to decode and represent the visual rhetoric from these object features. To this end, we build a autoencoder as follows:
It contains an encoder and a decoder. The encoder projects the object features into a latent space where the fea-
During the inference, we use the latent feature z i as object representation.
Since visual rhetoric has no supervised information, we train this part in an unsupervised manner with the reconstructed loss, L share .
where n is the training batch size. Text component. We utilize the text component to read and understand words in image ads. An OCR model is first applied to detect and recognize M words, {w i1 , w i2 , ...w iM } from ads. Then, these words will be embedded into word vectors {x W i1 , x W i2 , ..., x W iM } by using FastText. To be noticed, FastText embedding is necessary in this stage. Our empirical experiences show that even with the most advanced open-source OCR tool, there are still many words can not be detected or recognized correctly. It is often missing some characters in words. Since FastText can embed out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, it can eliminate the recognition issues a lot. Third, these word embeddings will be input to a sequence model (e.g. BLSTM) to learn shared word
Formal formulations are shown as follows:
x
Discussion. We design a shared bottom module to extract and learn general multimodal features for the next two tasks.
We highlight the advantage of this module in four folds: 1) Understanding ads needs not only visual information but also text information; 2) The rhetoric issue is initially addressed by an autoencoder with reconstruction loss; 3) Some techniques we select such as FasText improves the robustness of the representation; 4) Since this is a shared module, the number of parameters we need to learn decreases a lot which also prevents the overfitting.
Hierarchical Multimodal Attention Module
In the second phrase, all features obtained from the first phrase are fused into a task-specific feature vector by the hierarchical multimodal attention module (HMAM). Specifically, topic and sentiment task will be processed by two HMAMs, respectively. We design two attention mechanisms to form this module: intro-modality attention and intermodality attention.
Intro-modality attention. This attention reads all feature vectors, extracted by the first phrase, from the same modality, and generate linear weights to fuse them. Since visual modality, z V i , only contains one feature vector, we do not process it in the first attention. For the other object and text modality features, we apply intro-modality attention, respectively. Let {z ij } N j=1 be the feature vectors, where N is the number of vectors in this modality. An attention block first filters them with a kernel q via dot product, yielding a set of corresponding significance {p ij } N j=1 . They are then passed to a softmax function to generate positive weights {a ij } with N j=1 a ij = 1. These two operations takes the following mathematical form, respectively:
The final representation for one modality is calculated by the equation:
This intro-modality attention simulates human visual system. It perceives more important information by weighting them more and aggregate all features into one feature vector to represent one modality. Besides, from equation (10) we can easily deduce that this attention can take any numbers of feature vectors as long as the length of these vectors keep same. This increase the flexibility of our framework. Moreover, two q for two modalities can be trained by standard back-propagation and gradient descent.
Inter-modality attention. This attention weights three modality feature vectors and concatenates them into one task-specific representation. Since we only have three modalities, using the kernel method same with the intromodality attention accounts for overfitting. Inspired by annealing algorithm, we simplify the attention mechanism for inter-modality. First, we initialize the attention score vector {a i } 3 i=1 directly. Then, for each modality representation, we use a i to weight them and get final task-specific representation by following equation:
By the inter-modality attention, the final feature vector is constructed and passed to the next phrase for prediction. The attention score vector can be also trained by backpropagation and gradient descent with specific settings. But different from the intro-modality attention, the intermodality attention takes fewer parameters which prevent the overfitting issue. Meanwhile, we do not use softmax function to restrict attention weights to be positive. The reason is that people adopt many design tricks to make ads more attractive, which has no contribution even negative contribution to the final prediction (This is why for one ad image, different annotators label them differently).
Discussion. We process multimodality information in which there are multiple feature vectors in an hierarchical manner. In the first-level attention, feature vectors within one modality are weighted and aggregated together. Different attention filter kernels are initialized and trained for different modality. In the second-level attention, three modality feature vectors are scored by a simplified attention vector then concatenated as the final task representation. The attention can prevent overfitting and some scores may be trained to negative to penalize misleading information.
Multitask Prediction Module
Input:{r T i , r S i } → Output:{(y T i , y S i )} Multitask prediction module contains two prediction modules which are applied to topic and sentiment representations from last phrase, respectively. These representations are first transformed into a low-dimension space with the following equation:
where f is the non-linear activation function, RELU and θ is the parameters can be trained. Then, the r 0 is fed into the output layer with sigmoid activation function that can process multiple possible labels for one sample that are not mutually exclusive:
where P is the number of total labels in one task.
Discussion. With the help of sigmoid, the neural network models the probability of a class y i as Bernoulli distribution. The probabilities of each class is independent from the other class probabilities, so we can use the threshold 0.5 as usual to do prediction (i.e., if the ith probability is larger than 0.5, the network will output the ith label.
Training Methodology
We construct a multitask loss to train the proposed framework. It consists of three losses: rhetoric loss, topic loss and sentiment loss. Rhetoric loss, as described in equation (6), aims to distinguish the true meaning or metaphor meaning of an object in ads. Since there is no supervised information, this part is trained in an unsupervised manner. The topic and sentiment losses (i.e., L topic and L sentiment ) have same mathematical form which can be called multi-label loss L ml . It can be calculated as follows:
Here, y j i denote the ground-truth of i-th ad on the j-th label. y j i = 1 if j-th label is the relevant label, otherwise y j i = 0. y j i is the prediction output. P is the number of total label in one task and N is the batch size.
The overall loss function turns out to be the following form:
where α and β are the balance coefficients which control the interaction of the loss terms.
Experiment
In this section, we first provide a detailed description of the dataset and some evaluation metrics used in the experiments. Then we design a set of experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed multimodal multitask framework. Furthermore, we conduct ablation study to demonstrate the effectiveness of designed modules
Dataset
We evaluate our framework in a latest ads dataset released from (Hussain et al. 2017 ). There are 64832 image ads with 38 topic labels and 30 sentiment labels in the dataset. One image may annotated by multiple topic or sentiment labels. Since some of them only includes topic labels or sentiment labels, to verify our framework, we filter the dataset and only use a sub-dataset where every ad image annotated in both topic and sentiment. The sub-dataset contains 30,000 images which is still a large enough to train a deep learning model. After we apply a OCR technique comes from google, we observe that more than 67% ads contains text information which prove the necessary of using multimodal learning. Unless otherwise stated, we use 70% of the dataset to train, 10% to validate and left 20% to test the proposed framework.
Compared Approaches
Since both topic and sentiment tasks can be cast as multilabel classification, we select ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 with last activation function replaced by sigmoid as baselines. Then we compare our framework works to some stateof-the-art (SOTA) multilabel classification framework for images. Their details are as follows:
• 
Implementation Details
We build the framework by PyTorch 1.0 (Paszke et al. 2017 , comes from google. Then FastText embedding will embed them into 300D vectors. A 1-layer BLSTM with hidden-size 512 will further process these word vectors to 1024D vectors. We train our framework in an end-to-end manner. Adamax (Kingma and Ba 2014) with learning rate 0.001, momentum 0.9 and weight decay 0.0001 is applied to optimize the network. Every 15 epochs, we multiply the learning rate by 0.1. The balance coefficient α and β is set to 200 and 50, respectively.
Experimental Result
We presents our evaluation results from three perspectives. We first compare our models to other STOA multilabel classification baselines. We then demonstrate the parameter sensitivity of the proposed framework. We end this section by Table 1 : Quantitative comparison for topic and sentiment prediction with different methods. We apply all baselines with their official open-sourced code and benchmark them on the ad dataset. For both two tasks under all metrics, our framework achieves the best performance. The overall performance for topic prediction is much better and we own this to our multimodal learning based design.
Method
Topic ( conducting ablation study to verify the effectiveness of each module.
Comparison with Other Approaches. Table 1 presents both topic and sentiment results of each model. DeepM 2 AD performs the best and significantly outperforms all baseline models on all evaluation metrics, which showcases the effectiveness of the proposed method on ads understanding. For more in-depth performance analysis, we realize that even a very simple M LP with multimodality information, the performance increases a lot which show us the direction of images ads understanding. We should pay more attention on multimodal information extraction and fusion rather than designing deeper networks such as ResNet, DenseNet and so on. We also observe that the performance of topic prediction increases more than the performance of sentiment prediction. We attribute this to two reasons: 1) The text in image ads exposes more information to our framework and leads better topic results (e.g., some text may show the topic directly); 2) From the mAP column of sentiment results, we note that only using resnet can get a comparable results which means that the human emotion for ads depends on the whole images more. In other words, the hierarchical multimodal attention module for objects, words and modalities is more effective on topic prediction.
The improvements over each class on two tasks are shown in Figure 3a and 3b. As it shows, the average precision of all classes in topic task are improved even the number of ads in the one of classes is very small (e.g., the petfood class only contains 29 images). This demonstrates that our framework can mitigate the data imbalance issue. We also notice that the larger improvements are not occurred in classes with larger samples. This indicates that: 1) our framework do not depend on more modality information and training samples; 2) the visual rhetoric can be classified with our unsupervised training because the top3 improvement classes are "seasoning", "smoking alcohol abuse" and " animal right" which are use rhetoric design widely. For the sentiment prediction, almost all classes are improved except two are decreased by about 1%. The two classes are "persuaded" and "proud". This may be attributed to the misleading of multitask training (i.e., our framework pays more attention on local features for better task prediction which may produce error signals to sentiment prediction in very rare samples). Figure 4 : The influence of different hyper-parameter settings. The left figure shows the trend within learning rate ranging from 0.0001 to 0.1. Our framework work is quite stable under a large range which indicates it is not very sensitive to learning rate. The right figure illustrates the dropout influence. Since dropout is used to prevent overfitting, our framework is not influenced by it which proves the model does not overfit on the dataset.
Parameter Sensitivity Analysis. We present the test results under different parameters to verify the robustness of our framework. Figure 4a illustrates the influence of learning rate. The best performance is achieved at 0.001. In general, the performance is pretty stable under small learning rates. Dropout is to alleviate the overfitting of the network. Figure 5 : The influence of different framework settings. The left is the influence of different feature dimensions. The figure illustrates that when the dimension increases, the performance first increases and then decreases. This is because fewer dimensions will lead to information lost and more dimensions would introduce noise. The right is the coefficient influence. We fix β and tune α. When the α becomes larger, both the topic and sentiment prediction performance first becomes better and then steady.
We set dropout between layers and as Figure 4b shows, our framework performs well within all dropout settings. This proves that we do not over-fit the model to the dataset. The dimension of multimodal features is also an important hyper-parameter. After processed by shared bottom module, these features have same dimension numbers. We set different dimension values to check its influence as shown in Figure 5a . The mAP is first increases then drops. The reason is that too small dimension accounts for the information lost and too large dimension may adopt noise to the feature vectors.
The influences of balance coefficients α and β are demonstrated in Figure 5b . We fix one and adjust the other to check the influence. As α controls the topic loss, it is not surprised the topic performance is increased as the α value increased. And as the topic performance increased, the sentiment performance is improved which proves the effectiveness of our multitask loss.
Ablation Study
We conduct detailed ablation study to verify the effectiveness of each module in our framework. 1) Rhetoric autoencoder component performs better on topic prediction than sentiment prediction. This meets our expectation since this component only is only utilized by objectlevel features which contribute topic more. 2) Similar to 1), the hierarchical attention module performs remarkably on topic task. The reason is this module mimic human visual attention so that it can extract import local features. Meanwhile, the sentiment task is influenced by global features more. 3) Multitask loss improves the sentiment prediction a lot. We own this to the relevance between topic and sentiment. From the first two components, we already have a better topic representation which can assist sentiment representation.
Related Work
In this section, we summarize some closely related works on ads analysis. Ads related research has a long history. 2: Ablation Study. We keep other parts fixed and remove the specific component to verify it. The first two components performs better on topic task and the last multitask loss is better for sentiment task. The former is beneficial for understanding region features of ads and the latter indicates topic understanding promotes sentiment understanding.
Remove Modules
Topic Sentiment mAP F1-C F1-O mAP F1-C F1-O -Rhetoric AutoEncoder -1.77% -5.20% -2.50% -0.82% -1.50% -1.30% -Hierarchical Attention -2.92% -6.00% -3.30% +0.36% -1.00% -0.30% -Multitask Loss -0.65% -1.40% -0.70% -0.36% -4.50% -2.30% Some early works focus on predicting click-through rates in ads using low-level visual features Cheng et al. 2012) . In (McDuff et al. 2014; Okada, Masui, and Tsumura 2018) , some approaches are developed to predict how much human viewers will like an ad by capturing their facial expressions. The user affect and saliency are utilized in (Mei et al. 2012; Yadati, Katti, and Kankanhalli 2013) to determine the best placement of a commercial in a video stream, or of image ads in a part of an image. (Sánchez, Binefa, and Vitrià 2002; Gauch and Shivadas 2006) proposed to detect whether the current video shown on TV is a commercial or not, and a solution for detecting human trafficking advertisements is provided in (Sethi et al. 2013) . A method for extracting the object being advertised from commercials (videos) is proposed in (Zhao et al. 2011), by looking for recurring patterns (e.g. logos). Human facial reactions, ad placement and recognition, and detecting logos, are quite distinct from our goal of understanding the messages of ads. Although lots of efforts have been devoted to ads analysis, uncovering the meaning of ads attracts little attention. One of main reasons is the lack of dataset, and this issue is tackled by (Hussain et al. 2017) , where the authors make great efforts to collect and propose a new dataset for image and video ads understanding. In (Hussain et al. 2017), some baselines are presented for each single prediction task, while our framework unifies the topic and sentiment prediction.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a novel deep learning based framework to simultaneously predict the topic and sentiment of advertisement. Our model is able to effectively integrate the different multimodal information contained in the ad for joint topic and sentiment prediction, and the feature importance is well exploited using the proposed hierarchical multimodal attention module. Extensive experiments are conducted on a recently proposed dataset, and we provide a benchmark for comparison. Compare to other related approaches, our framework improves the performance on both prediction tasks significantly. The ablation study shows the effectiveness of our proposed modules. In the future, we plan to adopt neural architecture search (NAS) techniques to further improve the performance.
